A Look Back, Moving Forward
By Mary Meehan Firtl

I appreciate this opportunity to showcase my pastel artwork and share my art journey through the years.
I hope the information I share about my style and techniques offers insight into my continuing growth as
an artist.
Looking Back
I was a child of 5 when I first took art classes at the South Bend Museum of Art, then known as the Art Center. In high
school, I majored in art, and in 1978 graduated with a BFA in painting from the Herron School of Art & Design in
Indianapolis. I also had a strong focus in printmaking, a minor that would eventually lead me down an unexpected
career path. During my junior and senior years at Herron, I was hired as a courtroom sketch artist to cover several
high-profile trials for two local television stations. This challenging job was nerve wracking and exciting. I learned to
work under tight broadcast deadlines and capture a likeness of the characters quickly in colored pencils and markers.
My education continued during summer vacations with classes in oils and watercolors at the Art Center. After
graduation and marriage, I found employment in a South Bend bank’s in-house print shop where I used the very
skills I gained in my printmaking courses.
Later I took on freelance work as a part-time fashion illustrator with Robertson’s Department Store, and in 1981 I
started freelancing for WSBT-TV22 and began as their courtroom sketch artist. As I started to raise a family, I took on
commissioned portraits and worked as a paste-up production artist. When time allowed, I took classes in etching,
photography, and in the mid-1990s, I took a pastel portraiture class taught by noted pastel artist Ron Monsma. It
was technique-oriented and based on Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain by Betty Edwards. From there, I saw my
courtroom work improve dramatically. I served as WSBT’s courtroom sketch artist for 18 years, and my most noted
trial was in 1992 when I was selected to cover the Mike Tyson trial for the national CBS network. I spent two weeks
covering the trial and later covered the appeal.
In addition to trial work, I also held a part-time position at WSBT for nine years as an assistant in the art department
and eventually as a promotions coordinator for three radio stations. In 1993, I was trained on a Mac computer,
using layout design software Quark, along with Photoshop, and Illustrator. That led to a full-time position as an art
director at a South Bend advertising agency. With that experience, I got extensive on-the job training as a designer. I
always had a love for print. I found that after numerous concepts, layouts, and final production of my files, seeing the
finished, printed piece was always satisfying.

My Momentum
I returned to working in soft pastels in 2006. At the time, I was between jobs and determined to return to fine art.
I enrolled in a Tuesday night Landscapes in Soft Pastels class taught by Catherine McCormick at the South Bend
Museum of Art. I thought landscapes would be more marketable than the commissioned portrait work I had been
doing, and landscapes seemed to offer new challenges and an interesting transition.
I soon discovered the joy and freedom that focusing on landscapes could bring. Shortly after I started the class, I
was hired at my present position as a senior graphic designer in the Integrated Marketing and Communications
Department of Saint Mary’s College. But the class helped me reach my life goal to establish my reputation as a
fine artist.
My “ah-ha” moment came when I set up my basement studio that first week of class in 2006. I stood at my easel
working on a landscape, listening to music, and getting lost in the process. I realized it had been years since I had
created art and painted for pleasure, as I did when I was young in art school. I saw myself, not as a wife or mother,
but as an artist. And I found myself sobbing.
Through those Tuesday night classes, along with the camaraderie, connections, and friendships that have formed
over the years, I gained confidence to experiment and grow. I was encouraged to enter shows and competitions. I
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realized success with several of my paintings winning awards, and rejection as others were not accepted into shows.
2006 was a good year. Northern Indiana Pastel Society (NIPS) was formed by Cathy McCormick and I became a
charter member, serving as secretary and designer of the society newsletter ever since.

My Inspiration
I love soaking up the outdoors on trails. My husband and I enjoy biking and hiking, and we have visited several
national parks where I take photos and seek out new reference material at every opportunity. I am drawn to color,
shadows, light, and water in the form of winding creeks, beaches, and reflections. I also look for dramatic and
interesting cloud formations. I cannot pass up a good still life with beautiful subject matter and dramatic lighting.
My continuing project is a series on Woman in their Professions. Two works from the series, The Weaver and Women’s
Work, are in this exhibition. With their permission I often stop and take photos of women engaged in their craft or
work. These references are essential and inspiring.

My Process in Painting Landscapes
To start a landscape, I select my reference photo and crop it in Photoshop to the size the finished painting will
be. I then set up my paper, usually a 600 grit U-art sanded, and tape the paper to a backing board which has a
little padding. I usually make my work fit standard sizes of mats and frames. I like to recycle frames and seek out
interesting ones from yard sales or secondhand stores.
I allow an extra 1/8-inch bleed and have my “live area” where it will not be covered by the mat. If sketching it out, I
will often grid the paper into quadrants. I put the same grid on the print of my reference image. Or I may sketch it
freehand without a grid. But first, I make a quick value sketch or Notan, to see where my area of interest lies. I am
seeking the values: the lightness and darkness. Then I flip both the paper and the reference image upside down and
shift my brain focus as I block in the shapes. In class, they joke and call it the “Firtl Flip.” I place a base color opposite
of what I see. For example, if it is a stand of green trees, I put down a mark of magenta and use rubbing alcohol to
create a wash in the shape of the trees, or I might color the whole page in that under painting color. Or, I might use
orange where there will be blue water. I often overemphasize the darks. Using a color from the opposite side of the
color wheel as an underneath color was taught to us by noted pastel artist Doug Dawson in a workshop.
I continue to work upside down and focus on the shapes and block in those with more detail. Theories about the
focal points and the golden mean come naturally after all my years of working. With a design background and
experience, they are ingrained into my technique. The good thing about landscapes is that you don’t have to put in
every detail and can always make adjustments, taking out or even adding a tree as needed.
With my background as a sketch artist, I’ve developed a mental shortcut to focus on what’s vital, allowing me to work
very quickly, editing visually as I go. Looking at a scene for example, where there is reflective water and shapes that
pull your eye into the foreground and then back, you want to take your viewer on that journey with you and have
a little surprise, sparkle or pop of color to delight them. A hit of red or orange is an element to capture a viewer’s
attention.
The mantra taught to us by Ron Monsma in that 1990s portrait class, was to work “Dark to Light, Loose to Tight.” It is
something I always have in mind. I start out with my darkest darks. Sometimes you want to jump in with color, but if
you hold back until the dark base is established, you can then go in with mid-toned, medium colors and get a feeling
for depth and build up, and your highlights will be really intense. For shadows, I like to use dark plums, purples, and
navy. I rarely use black. I continue working and don’t focus on one area. I try to lay out the main colors I want to work
with, varying the shades of colors. I don’t want to forget which I’ve used so I have a rolling tool cart with drawers that
I store my pastels in. I keep my main pastels on the top. I use shelf liner over a small plastic tray to keep them from
rolling off.
To finish, I search for the lightest light. I rarely use white. If there is a highlight, it might be a very soft pastel in pale
yellow or light blue. In class we often note it as “putting the lipstick on” to finalize and make it sparkle. Throughout
the process, I will use my phone to take pictures and rotate the image and see what I might have missed or wish to
emphasize. I might even then flip it back upright and continue. I’ve done entire pieces upside down and sometimes
even sideways. Often, I surprise myself, and then fix what needs adjustments.
And my goal is not to reproduce the reference photo. It is to derive the inspiration that drove me to want to stop and
take a photo in the first place and capture that feeling of awe or pleasantry.
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My Process in Still life: Demo of “Plum Crazy”
In the interest of time, I sized and printed out my reference photo to indicate what I wanted to focus on, and then
using a soft lead pencil, on the back I covered it with the side of my pencil and created a transfer medium much like
carbon paper, (1) and then pasted it to my paper and (2) traced over the main parts of the image with a hard lead
pencil on areas I wanted most exact like the rim of the bowl. It gives me a rough placement where things go (3) and
from there I can start my under painting with the wash of color. Again, I could put down purple for the plums but I
want it more lively and so I’ve put down the opposite color, a darker orange. If I don’t cover the entire area, a little of
that color peeks through.
The next page shows the progression as I worked (4).
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Trying something new using a magnetic white
board and magnets. Note my reference photo and
work is upside down and I keep a swatch to the side
to test out colors. An online tip noted to buy long
rectangular magnetic strips and you can hold down
and mask the entire border. Since I only had little
magnets, I used those instead.

My set up with pastels on rolling cart. The drawers hold other colors and
when I have some basic colors I place in a padded tray for ease so I don’t
have to search for that color. On the floor you’ll see works in progress.
To my right I have my computer that I might use to check out the color
against my print out.
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Here I’m starting to refine areas with a navy pastel
pencil and figuring out the warm areas underneath
with some strokes of ochre and oranges. You can see
shapes starting to form between the plums which is the
negative space and easier to capture. The right-side of
the brain shift.
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From left to right and top to bottom, you’ll see the progression with the alcohol wash and the addition of some other
colors placed over the orange such as the magenta across the plums. I then went in with a lighter lavender color and started to focus on the
shapes that were formed by the shadows and highlights and added in the green stem while also glazing over the upper portion with the same lavender color.
For some of the bowl’s inner shadows I pulled in a softer blue to complement the purples. I liked the brush strokes in the lower left area and kept it as is while I had scribbled
in dark navy under the bowl to accent it more and scrumble more color over to break it up. Though I don’t normally blend, I took a brush and softened some of the edges to
bring the eye inward. Note too, I wear gloves and an apron when working so if I need to photograph the process along the way, it’s easy off with a swipe of hands. I have my
computer off to my right and sometimes I’ll enlarge areas to see the shapes better—again, with my reference image rotated upside down.

Since this was a very quick demo on a subject matter that required a bit more precision, the transfer process aided in
getting the correct info down with the bowl shape and then allowed me to focus on areas I wanted to feature. The hit
of the green stem is the pop that I wanted to emphasize and what initially drew me to photograph it in the first place.
The roughly-finished painting on the bottom far right above shows, when flipped right-side up, how I didn’t fuss on
details. I went back and softened lightly with a thin brush, then with a wider softer brush, dusting across some of the
edging around the lip of the bowl while still keeping it in a state that matched the looseness I was seeking.
Plum Crazy was completed in under two hours.
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Other Painting Opportunities
While I don’t get the chance often, I enjoy plein air work and in 2008, signed up for a workshop with Richard McDaniel
where we spent several days outdoors at area locations such as the lakes at Notre Dame. I’ve also participated in
various paint-outs with our Northern Indiana Pastel Society group.
In 2018 I got the opportunity to work with a former Herron classmate who invited me to paint with her near Lake
Michigan. I’d not seen her since I graduated in 1978, but we caught up quickly and spent two days outside painting.
It was heavenly. I created several paintings, three of which I have in this exhibit.
On the left is Dunescape painted in the afternoon of our second day. The first
beach scene on display was created in the morning with the sound of waves
keeping us company along the shore, and in the afternoon, we swapped
locations and I turned my focus on the dune. While she worked in oils, I used
pastels. The third plein air piece on display was from our first day painting
together with our focus at a nearby pond covering one side in the morning,
and the opposite in the afternoon. It was challenging but really got me to
home in on the area of interest and deal with the ever-changing light. It was
a nice warm up to our beach work the next day.
My most recent plein air painting The Pond at St. Pat’s Park shown on the
right was completed a few months ago while with a group of our pastel
friends at St. Patrick’s County Park in South Bend. Again, I had to rethink
my focus when faced with the challenge of that ever-changing light and
mentally crop the scene before me. It was a beautiful morning and a nice
break from working on design projects in my home office during these
isolation days. Plus, I got to see my first bald eagle. This piece was most
recently on display at our Northern Indiana Pastel Society member’s show
at the Colfax Cultural Center in South Bend.

And something completely out of my wheelhouse: an abstract titled
Beyond the Realm. I already had the mat and frame and just set up a large
sheet of paper and decided to experiment. In the October 2020 issue of
Pastel Journal magazine, there was a feature article on creating abstract
work and I thought, “How hard can it be?” Well, it was hard, but then I
just started to play with colors I thought would look good with the blue
mat and used tape to mask off and grid areas and in parts, brushing on
Liquitex medium and when dry, work over it again with additional colors.
With my pencil, I drew over and emphasized some of the shapes and
added more thick layers of softer pastel. And there, as a reward to the
viewer, is a little pop of pinkish red to break up the colors.

Previous Exhibitions
Early in my reintroduction to pastels, I participated in a three-women show for Northern Indiana Pastel Society in
2007. In 2014, I was one of four featured area artists at Buchanan Art Center, in Buchanan, Michigan, with a show of
Michigan scenes. CircaArts Gallery in South Bend hosted two shows. Driveby Landscapes in 2011 included small quick
paintings from images taken from the car while on the road. The other in 2013 was landscapes and still life works
inspired by my travels to the UK in 2012. Included were Behind Betcher’s Cottage and Welsh Gourds in a Bowl.
My works were exhibited in 2016, 2018, and 2019 at the Indiana Statehouse for the annual Hoosier Women Artists
competition. I also participate regularly in shows as a member of the Northern Indiana Artists. I’ve had work accepted
into the Elkhart Juried Regional Show at the Midwest Museum of American Art and the Michiana Annual Art
Competition at the Box Factory for the Arts, St. Joseph, Michigan.
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I hope this background into my techniques and approach is helpful. I have enjoyed remembering how my
early lessons and continued education segued into my artistic journey and present-day work. I hope that this
retrospective will be inspiring and insightful with this exhibit, A Look Back, Moving Forward.
—Mary Firtl

